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In November 2019 we, as a group of Iraqi cardiovascular surgeons, were invited to give a lecture in the
Pan-American Endovascular Resuscitation and Trauma
Management (EVTM) [1] symposium in Denver, Colorado to share our experience in management of mass
causalities in the austere environment. The main topic
we tried to highlight was how we approached bleeding
control and resuscitation with scarcity of resources
while dealing with large volumes of trauma cases. Before
attending this symposium we did not know what EVTM
was or what it stood for. That EVTM was a two-day
symposium and our lecture was last; therefore, we had
the ability to learn more about its principles and goals.
We were surprised to find that we use the same principles in our daily practices in Iraq without calling it
EVTM. The main difference is our scarcity of resources
and how we modify less sophisticated catheters or balloons to help control bleeding or to resuscitate patients
during their transfer. Of course, the main principles are
the same regarding early prehospital trauma care, which
is one of the most important measures to improve outcome in trauma surgery [2]. This includes securing airways, packing wounds, using tourniquets for bleeding
limbs, getting intravenous access with fluid replacement,
stabilizing fractures and a quick transfer to the nearest
medical facility [3]. Unfortunately, in our daily practice
in Iraq we don’t get all of these steps done – sometimes
some of them are done but most of the time none of
them. One example of improvisation is the use of simple
occlusion catheters or the Fogarty catheter either during
patient transfer or peroperatively to stop exsanguination and help resuscitation. We notice in our practice
that the impact of poor prehospital care significantly
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increases prehospital and in-hospital mortality. In a normal emergency department, with a few cases a day, this
is not a problem. However, when you see 80–100 unstable patients from a massive explosion in a crowded city
or neighborhood in a few hours, this can be overwhelming. And in these severely traumatized patients, traumatic bleeding remains a leading cause of potentially
preventable death among severely traumatized patients
[4]. Our problem in these patients is how to control anatomically and surgically the inaccessible bleeder, and
usually these are intrathoracic, intra-abdominal, pelvic
and zone I cervical bleeds. It is a surgical fact that in
these situations control can be achieved effectively
through an intraluminal approach using balloon catheters and catheter-guide wire techniques [5]. We use variable occlusion catheters to control intra-abdominal
aortic, inferior vena cava injuries and subclavian artery
injuries. Because of a lack of a proper angiography suite
we carry out all these in the emergency department
blindly. The aim is to have an endoluminal occlusion
proximal to the suspected level of injury. Not having
imaging guidance forces us to push the catheter to occlude
the abdominal aorta as high as possible by mapping the
catheter topographically to the abdominal surface before
insertion, so that we know how far we need to push the
catheter in different patients with different body sizes.
This is not a perfect solution but it helps to buy time to
resuscitate and transfer the patient to operative theatre.
With advances in imaging and in catheter-based
endoluminal techniques such as Resuscitative Endovascular Balloon Occlusion of the Aorta (REBOA) [6],
catheter-based embolization and hybrid operative
theatres, it is now possible to provide better use of
endovascular techniques in controlling and resuscitating inaccessible bleeders [6, 7]. This can have a great
impact, especially in managing mass causalities, by
providing quick and precise control of bleeders and
resuscitation. This helps the trauma team to have more
time to operate on a large number of cases, so that
patients are then better controlled and resuscitated. We
believe that EVTM has an excellent place to operate in
these mass causality situations. It is in these situations
that the trauma team faces a large number of cases
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